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Abstract—High throughput applications with real-time guarantees are increasingly relevant. For these applications, parallelism must be exposed to meet deadlines. Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) are a popular and very general application model that can capture any possible interaction among threads. However, we argue that by constraining the application structure to a set of composable “skeletons”, at the price of losing some generality w.r.t. DAGs, the following advantages are gained: (i) a finer model of the application enables tighter analysis, (ii) specialised scheduling policies are applicable, (iii) programming is simplified, (iv) specialised implementation techniques can be exploited transparently, and (v) the program can be automatically tuned to minimise resource usage while still meeting its hard deadlines.

As a first step towards a set of real-time skeletons we conduct a case study with the job farm skeleton and the hard real-time XMOS xCore-200 microcontroller. We present an analytical framework for job farms that reduces the number of required cores by scheduling jobs in batches, while ensuring that deadlines are still met. Our experimental results demonstrate that batching reduces the minimum sustainable period by up to 22%, leading to a reduced number of required cores. The framework chooses the best parameters in 83% of cases and never selects parameters that cause deadline misses. Finally, we show that the overheads introduced by the skeleton abstraction layer are negligible.

I. INTRODUCTION

High throughput applications with timing constraints, such as autonomous driving, and network applications, drive the development of parallel real-time systems. To program these, programmers have to resort to low-level programming language models such as message passing and threads. These are considered error prone, non-portable and inefficient in terms of programmer productivity. As previous work points out, new high-level programming language models for real-time systems are therefore needed. Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) are a very general application model that can capture any possible interaction among threads. In contrast, we propose to constrain the application structure to a set of composable skeletons to improve programmability, resource usage and timing analysis at the price of often expendable generality w.r.t. DAGs. Individual skeletons may cover separate portions of an application. Therefore, we envision a framework of different real-time skeletons that can be composed to implement full applications as is the case for mainstream parallel systems.

As a first step towards such a framework we conduct a case study with the job farm skeleton that is applicable to a wide range of applications. Job farms lend themselves to programs that process streams of input data such as signal processing, graphics and networking applications. These applications include a “Ground Moving Target Indicator”, “2D Inverse Discrete Cosin Transform”, and “Fast Fourier Transform”.

Structural information encoded in skeletons can be used to automatically tune applications. As an example of this, we introduce job batching for real-time systems. Batching reduces the overheads that come with parallelism and so decreases the required core counts. Alternatively, it allows the use of less powerful and so cheaper hardware, or adding additional workload without increasing resources. We show that batching is viable in the context of real-time systems and that it can be implemented transparently to developers with the farm skeleton. To further ease programming, we devise an analytical framework for the computation of farm internal parameters, which would have to be carefully chosen by hand otherwise. Using this framework, we implement Peso, a deterministic and self-tuning farm skeleton library for the hard real-time XMOS xCore-200 microcontroller.

Interference in the memory system poses a challenge for predictability on conventional multi-core systems. In contrast, our evaluation platform by XMOS, its compiler tool chain, and WCET predictor have been co-designed to remove this issue (see Sec. VII-B). Consequently, our model and techniques also benefit from this property.

1https://www.mobileye.com/our-technology/evolution-eyeq-chip/
4We remark that this skeleton is called “task farm” in the parallel computing community. However, to not overload the term “task” with conflicting interpretations, we use the term job farm, which, we believe, better represents our intended interpretation in real-time systems.
5https://github.com/paulmetzger/Peso
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We show experimentally that the computed parameter choices are the same or are very close to the best parameter choices that we determine through brute-force searches, and never cause deadline misses. Batching reduces the minimum task period that can be sustained by a given application and core count by 22.38%. Therefore, it can improve the throughput by the same percentage or reduce the core count. Finally, we show that the overheads introduced by Peso over hand-coded solutions are negligible.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec. II introduces skeletons and the job farm skeleton. Sec. III motivates and describes job batching. Sec. IV describes our system model. Sec. V presents our analytical framework for farm parameters. Sec. VI introduces our Peso library. Sections VII and VIII present the experimental setup and results. Finally, Sections IX and X discuss related work and conclude.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Skeletons

Algorithmic Skeletons are high-level programming constructs for typical parallel computations [15]. They implement generic code concerned with parallelism. Developers pass sequential application specific code to them that is then executed in parallel. A range of skeletons have been proposed for other fields. Well known examples are: map, and reduce [16], [29]. We focus on the job farm skeleton, as it is widely applicable to real-time systems (see Sec. I).

Benefits of skeletons are more efficient implementations and increased programmer productivity. Structural information encoded in skeletons can be used for implementations with lower execution time, lower energy consumption or higher throughput [30], [31], [32]. Skeletons improve programmer productivity by off-loading the error prone task of writing and tuning low-level parallel code to library or compiler developers [9]. Skeleton libraries have a small overhead (e.g. due to extra function calls).

B. Job Farms

Farms are composed of a set of workers that run in parallel and apply a function to a stream of inputs. Inputs are generated by a producer and the workers’ results are sent to a consumer. Fig. 1 illustrates applications that lend themselves to farms with a set of jobs, released every period $T$. Each job $j$ is composed of a producer phase $P_j$ that generates input data, a worker phase $W_j$ that processes the data, and a consumer phase $C_j$ that consumes the results.

Here the phases $P_j$ can be mapped to the same cores as their execution does not overlap. The same is true for the $C_j$ phases. However, $W_j$ and $W_{j+1}$ cannot be mapped to the same core as their execution overlaps.

Fig. 2 illustrates a task farm API. The functions that are passed to CONFIGURE_FARM implement $P_j$, $W_j$, and $C_j$ of Fig. 1. Synchronisation and farm internal communication between producer, workers, and consumer as well as the parallel execution of workers is implemented by a skeleton library or compiler. The sole task of application developers is to provide the sequential worker, producer, and consumer functions. Internal communication is implemented with the so-called dispatcher and aggregator. They are hidden from application developers behind the farm API. The dispatcher schedules jobs on workers and the aggregator informs the consumer when new worker generated results are available (see Sec. VI-B for their implementation in our Peso library).

Non real-time farms have demand-driven implementations like work stealing which hinder WCET calculations. In contrast, our farm implementation is timing predictable.

III. THE CASE FOR JOB BATCHING & SELF-ADAPTATION

This section motivates batching with a simple example, and argues for a self-adaptive implementation to further ease programming.

A. Reduced Core Count via Job Batching

Passing a job through a job farm incurs bookkeeping overheads as some of the execution time is spent by coordination
between producer, worker, and consumer threads. In the case of our evaluation platform and library, this means passing a pointer to the in- and output data of a job from the producer to a worker, and from a worker to the consumer. Note, the costs of this do not depend on the in- and output size of a job. These coordination costs can be substantial for tasks with short running rapidly arriving jobs. We propose job batching to reduce these overheads.

In a simple farm (with no batching), jobs are executed immediately when their input data and the necessary computing resources are available. Job batching exploits the slack time to the deadline to reduce communication overheads. With job batching, jobs are halted and aggregated to be then dispatched and processed in batches. This way communication costs are spent only per batch and not per job. Reduced overheads in turn allow tasks to run on cheaper hardware with less cores.

As a preliminary investigation, we break down the execution time that each job of a simple example task spends in a worker with and without batching. Fig. 3 shows this break-down for a sample application. Job batching reduces the communication costs by $10 \times$ here and introduces a small overhead that comes from additional instructions that implement batching. The number of instructions executed during each summation is slightly higher when batching is used as the instructions generated by the compiler are slightly different.

Multiple instances of this simple computation need to be run in parallel if new input data arrives rapidly and a single core cannot meet the target period (see next section). In this example job batching allows for 12% lower task periods without batching. Section VIII-B presents a quantitative study of the benefits of batching.

### B. Improved Ease of Programming Through Self-Adaptation

The number of jobs in batches and worker counts have to be carefully chosen to avoid deadline misses. Choosing these parameters is non-trivial for developers as the batch size and worker count parameter space is difficult to navigate. For example, Fig. 4 shows the minimum supported periods for all possible parameter combinations with the same simple task used in Fig. 3 on our evaluation platform. As can be seen if this task has a period of 400ns then four workers and batch sizes larger than two are best. Given a task and hardware platform it is not obvious what the best parameter choice is if data like the one in this heatmap is not available. Without our analytical framework, this data can only be attained through a time consuming and so often impractical exhaustive search.

### IV. System Model

The relation between the number of cores, batch size, and characteristics of the farm workers is established in this section. The presented system model allows the implementation of a farm skeleton to automatically pick the minimal number of cores required to meet the application’s period and deadline.

#### A. Jobs, Job Releases, and Deadlines

The workload to be executed by the job farm is modelled by a periodic task that releases a sequence of jobs. The $k$-th job is released at time

$$r_k = (k - 1)T, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots$$

with $T$ being the period of job releases. When a job is released, it processes its input data and generates the corresponding output data. All jobs have a deadline $D$ relative to the release instant. This means that the $k$-th job cannot finish later than

$$d_k = r_k + D = (k - 1)T + D.$$ 

We do not set any constraint on the deadline (neither implicit nor constrained deadline model). Hence, we assume to have an arbitrary deadline.

The response time $R_k$ is the time taken by the $k$-th job to complete starting from its release at $r_k$. Hence, no job misses any deadline if

$$\forall k = 1, 2, \ldots, \quad r_k + R_k \leq d_k$$

which is equivalent to

$$\forall k = 1, 2, \ldots \quad R_k \leq D. \quad (1)$$

The computation of the response time $R_k$ depends on several scheduling decisions and is investigated in Sec. V.

#### B. Cores and Batch Size

To minimise the communication costs incurred through parallelisation, jobs are grouped in batches of size $b$. An entire batch of $b$ jobs is then executed on the same core. The number of available cores that process batches is denoted by $m$. Usually the term “worker” is used to denote a thread that executes the worker function of the jobs that are assigned to it, while a “core” is a physical piece of hardware capable of executing instructions. However, from a scheduling point of view the distinction between these two notions vanishes since a static 1-to-1 assignment from workers to cores is used. Hence, we use the terms worker cores and workers interchangeably.
Fig. 5: Illustration of a farm implementation. The producer (P) generates jobs that are scheduled in batches of size $b$ over $m$ workers (W) by a dispatcher (D). An aggregator (A) receives results and sends them to the consumer (C). Grey ellipses indicate that producer and dispatcher, and aggregator and consumer share a core each. Workers execute on their private cores. Light and dark green boxes are in- and output data. Drawn through and perforated arrows indicate communication channels and round robin scheduling.

For the analysis we assume that code executing on one core cannot influence the WCET of code on another. We discuss when this holds for our evaluation platform and how we allow for situations in which it does not hold in Sec. VII-C.

C. Execution Time

Introducing job batching requires a deeper understanding of the job execution time, which goes beyond a single worst-case execution time (WCET). For this reason, we split the job execution time into time intervals, which map to the execution phases of Fig. 5. Most terms stand for time spent in a worker and are denoted with $C_w$...

- $C_0$ is the execution time spent in the dispatcher (see Sections II-B and VI-B).
- $C_{com}$ is the latency of farm internal communication that is required for the coordination between dispatcher, workers, and aggregator. Therefore, this is application independent. $C_{com}$ does not include execution time that is required to tear down a communication channel on the sender side and set up a channel on the receiver side because these instructions do not contribute to the latency. More specifically, this is the communication delay between dispatcher and workers, and workers and aggregator (see Sections II-B and VI-B). On our evaluation system this is the delay for communication via a crossbar.
- $C_{wc}$ is the execution time spent by a worker in farm internal communication. Unlike $C_{com}$ it includes the code necessary to set up and tear down the communication channels. This corresponds to the communication time in Fig. 3.
- $C_{Wsetup}$ is the execution time of code that sets up the execution of a batch and so is executed once per batch. Hence, in the special case when $b = 1$ (no job batching) this term is $C_{Wsetup} = 0$.
- $C_{WonceJ}$ is the execution time of code that implements batching and so is executed once per job. For the same reason as above, if $b = 1$ then $C_{WonceJ} = 0$. The sum of $C_{Wsetup}$ and $C_{WonceJ}$ corresponds to the time spent in batching in Fig. 3.
- $C_{Wuser}$ is the execution time for the user provided worker function. This function is executed once per job. This corresponds to the time spent in the summation in Fig. 3.
- $C_{D}$ is execution time that is spent in the aggregator (see Sections II-B and VI-B), once per batch.
- $C_{c}$ is the execution time to unbatch the results of a job. This takes place before results are used by the consumer and is necessary to hide batching from application developers. Since unbatching happens sequentially

$$C_c \leq T$$

must hold. Otherwise, the unbatching phase is overloaded. As above for $C_{Wsetup}$, if $b = 1$ then $C_c = 0$.

The concrete execution times that we used for our experiments are listed in Table I. These execution times may be summed up depending on whether they are executed once per job or once per batch. To highlight these two portions of time, we define the following quantities:

- $C_{Wsetup} = C_{Wc} + C_{Wsetup}$ subsumes execution time that is spent once per batch.
- $C_{WonceJ} = C_{WonceJ} + C_{Wuser}$ subsumes execution time of code that is executed once per job.

Finally, we also set

- $C_{WfullB} = C_{Wuser} + C_{WfullJ}b$, which is the execution time required to process an entire batch.
- $C_{D} = C_{A} + 2C_{com} + C_{D}$, which are the overheads of code that implements the parallel execution. $C_{com}$ is multiplied by two to account for the communication between dispatcher and a worker, and a worker and the aggregator. This is the only term that subsumes execution time spent outside the workers.

From a farm’s perspective jobs arrive when the input data associated with a job is ready to be processed. Therefore, we do not introduce a term for any external input data preparation.

Two example schedules of the same sequence of jobs with and without batching are illustrated in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6b, thanks to the savings of communication cost, one worker core less is required if three consecutive jobs are grouped in a batch, at the price of an increase of response time. If a task’s deadline $D$ allows for larger response times as in Fig. 6b then batching reduces the number of cores required for a task. Communication blocks correspond to $C_{com}$ (see above). The next section is dedicated to the formalisation of this qualitative argument.

V. OUR ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK:

ANALYSIS OF BATCH SCHEDULING

This section presents an analytical framework that allows farm skeleton implementations such as Peso to automatically choose the number of worker cores and the batch size. Firstly, we compute the minimum worker core count $m$ as a function of the batch size $b$ and demonstrate that the required worker core count $m$ decreases with the batch size $b$. As the intuition
suggests, we show that the job response times increase linearly with the batch size \( b \). Hence, the job deadline sets a natural upper limit on the batch size \( b \). The maximum feasible batch size \( b_{\text{max}} \) is then the value that:

- maximises throughput if the core count is given, or
- minimises resource usage if the job period \( T \) is given.

A. Worker Core Count vs. Task Period

We establish here the relationship between the task period \( T \), which determines the required throughput, and the worker core count \( m \), which determines the available throughput. Clearly, a shorter task period \( T \) needs more worker cores \( m \) and vice versa.

The first step is to define the minimum sustainable period.

**Definition 1.** Given \( m \) worker cores and a batch size of \( b \), we define the minimum sustainable period \( T_{\text{min}}(b, m) \) of a task as the minimum period which does not cause overload and so deadline misses.

Such a term is well defined, since for an arbitrarily small period \( T \) the job farm will be overloaded at some point, while it will never be overloaded for an arbitrarily large \( T \).

As a first step, we compute the minimum period \( T_{\text{min}}(b, 1) \) that can be sustained if only a single worker is used. A batch of \( b \) jobs is ready to be processed every \( b \times T \) time units. The time required by a worker to process such a batch is \( C_{\text{setup}} \). Hence, with only one worker no overload occurs as long as

\[
b \times T \geq C_{\text{setup}}, \quad b = 2, 3, \ldots
\]

which means that

\[
T_{\text{min}}(b, 1) = \frac{C_{\text{setup}}}{b}, \quad b = 2, 3, \ldots
\]

\[
= \frac{C_{\text{setup}} + C_{\text{user}}}{b}
\]

\[
= \frac{C_{\text{user}}}{b} + (C_{\text{setup}} + C_{\text{user}})b
\]

(4)

Note that Equation (3) is only concerned with hypothetical job farms with a single worker and so does not stand in contradiction with Fig. 6, which uses multiple workers.

Following the same arguments that we used to derive (4), if \( m \) worker cores are available (instead of only 1) a lower period can be sustained. Therefore, we construct

\[
T_{\text{min}}(b, m) = \frac{C_{\text{setup}} + C_{\text{user}}b}{b m}, \quad b = 2, 3, \ldots
\]

(5)

by multiplying the denominator of (4) by \( m \).

\( T_{\text{min}}(1, m) \), which is the minimum sustainable period without batching (\( b = 1 \)) and with \( m \) worker cores cannot be determined by setting \( b = 1 \) in (5). \( T_{\text{min}}(b, m) \) in (5) accounts for all batching overheads which are clearly not present if jobs are not batched. Hence, we have

\[
T_{\text{min}}(1, m) = \frac{C_{\text{user}} + C_{\text{setup}}}{m}
\]

(6)

that is based on the same reasoning as (5) except that \( C_{\text{setup}} \) and \( C_{\text{user}} \) are set to 0 and \( b \) is set to 1 because jobs are not processed in batches.

To show that batching can reduce the minimum sustainable period we compute the factor by which batching improves the minimum sustainable period over an implementation without
batching. More specifically, we compute the ratio between $T_{\text{min}}(b, m)$ of (5) and $T_{\text{min}}(1, m)$ of (6)

$$\frac{T_{\text{min}}(b, m)}{T_{\text{min}}(1, m)} = \frac{C_{\text{WOnceB}}/b + C_{\text{WOnceA}} + C_{\text{WUser}}}{C_{\text{Wc}} + C_{\text{WUser}}} \quad \Rightarrow \lim_{b \to \infty} \frac{T_{\text{min}}(b, m)}{T_{\text{min}}(1, m)} = \frac{C_{\text{WOnceA}} + C_{\text{WUser}}}{C_{\text{Wc}} + C_{\text{WUser}}}$$

(7)

$$\Rightarrow \lim_{b \to \infty} \frac{T_{\text{min}}(b, m)}{T_{\text{min}}(1, m)} \begin{cases} < 1, & \text{if } C_{\text{Wc}} > C_{\text{WOnceA}} \\ \geq 1, & \text{if } C_{\text{Wc}} \leq C_{\text{WOnceA}} \end{cases}$$

Equation (7) shows two things. Firstly, batching improves the minimum sustainable period because $C_{\text{WOnceB}}$ approaches zero if $b$ approaches infinity. Secondly, we can assert that batching reduces the minimum sustainable period $T_{\text{min}}(b, m)$, if this factor is lower than 1 i.e. if the time required for batching $C_{\text{WOnceA}}$ is lower than the time required for communication $C_{\text{Wc}}$.

Finally, we address a different although related problem: given an application period $T$, what is the minimum number of worker cores $m$ that can match the demanded workload? If the following inequality holds strictly

$$T \geq T_{\text{min}}(b, m)$$

the slack between $T$ and $T_{\text{min}}(b, m)$ can be used to reduce the number of cores. From (5) and (8) it follows that

$$T \geq \frac{C_{\text{WOnceB}} + C_{\text{Wc}}b}{mb}$$

and

$$m \geq \frac{C_{\text{WOnceB}} + C_{\text{Wc}}b}{Tb} \cdot$$

Since $m$ must be an integer it must be

$$m \geq m_{\text{min}}(b, T) = \left[ \frac{C_{\text{WOnceB}} + C_{\text{Wc}}b}{Tb} \right] = \left[ \frac{C_{\text{WOnceA}}}{Tb} + C_{\text{Wfull}} \right]$$

(9)

As can be seen in (9), the minimum number of required worker cores $m_{\text{min}}(b, T)$ decreases with the batch size $b$. However, the batch size $b$ cannot be chosen arbitrarily high to minimise the number of worker cores as it has a natural limit due to the task deadline $D$, as shown next.

B. Job Batch Size vs. Task Deadline

This section shows that the batch size cannot be chosen arbitrarily high. This is the case because, as the size of batches grows, the time needed for a job to pass through a job farm grows as well, which eventually leads to deadline violations.

Fig. 6 illustrates how batching affects the response time. As expected, the response time with batching (of Fig. 6b) is higher than the response time without batching (of Fig. 6a). Other factors that can increase response times are the same in both figures. As illustrated in Fig. 6b the response time increases with the batch size for multiple reasons:

- jobs are not immediately dispatched to workers but are halted until the batches to which they belong are full,
- jobs have to wait until the other jobs in the same batch are processed by a worker,
- jobs have to wait until other jobs are unbatched.

We start by computing the response time $R_k(b)$ of the $k$-th job, assuming a batch size $b$, which is

$$R_k(b) = (b - k)T + bC_{\text{Wfull}} + (k - 1)C_c + C_{\text{C}} + C_o \quad (10)$$

Job response times are composed of several components that are discussed in detail below:

- $(b - k)T$ is the time spent to batch $b$ jobs. The first job in a batch (with $k = 1$) experiences the longest delay $(b - 1)T$, while the last one (with $k = b$) completes a batch and experiences no aggregation delay.
- $bC_{\text{Wfull}}$ is the batch processing time. As discussed in depth earlier, the completion of jobs is not communicated to the dispatcher until all $b$ jobs in the same batch are processed. Therefore, all jobs in a batch experience a delay of $b C_{\text{Wfull}}$ which is the time required to process an entire batch.
- The time to unbatch the result of the $k$-th job is due to (i) the waiting time for the earlier jobs in the same batch $C_c(k - 1)$ to be unbatched, plus (ii) the time to unbatch the $k$-th job itself which is $C_c$. Hence, altogether the time needed to unbatch the result of the $k$-th job is $k C_c$, which is the sum of two terms: time spent by the $k$-th job waiting for earlier jobs to be unbatched, and the time needed to unbatch the $k$-th job.
- The term $C_o$ represents time spent in farm internal communication, dispatcher, and aggregator (see Sec. IV-C).

For clarity, some of the terms used in (10) are not explicitly shown in Fig. 6b. The batch aggregation time in (10) is the time between the arrival of a job and the subsequent communication between the producer and worker in Fig. 6b. The batch processing time corresponds to the light green “Job processing” boxes, and the time required for unbatching is directly shown in the figure. The term $C_o$ corresponds to the yellow and green communication blocks.

Next, we determine the impact of the deadline constraint of (1) on the batch size $b$. Since the task response time $R$ is

$$R = \max_k R_k = \max_{k=1,\ldots,b} R_k$$

(11)

then the deadline constraint of (1) trivially becomes $R \leq D$.

From (10), the job response time $R_k$ can be written as:

$$R_k(b) = (b-k)T + bC_{\text{Wfull}} + kC_c + C_o \quad k=1,\ldots,b$$

$$= bT + bC_{\text{Wfull}} + C_c - k(T - C_c) \quad (12)$$

From the constraint of (2), it follows that $T - C_c \geq 0$. Unsurprisingly, (12) is maximal for $k = 1$ since the first job in a batch has the longest response time. By setting $k = 1$ in (12), we find the response time $R$ of the task that is

$$R = \max_{k=1,\ldots,b} R_k = (b - 1)T + bC_{\text{Wfull}} + C_c + C_o \quad (13)$$

Finally, from the deadline constraint of

$$R \leq D$$
we can find the constraint on the batch size \( b \), that is
\[
R = (b - 1)T + bC_{\text{Worst}} + C_o + C_c \leq D
\]
\[
= b(T + C_{\text{Worst}}) - T + C_o + C_c \leq D
\]
which allows us to find the maximum batch size \( b_{\text{max}}(T, D) \)
\[
b_{\text{max}}(T, D) = \left\lfloor \frac{D + T - C_o - C_c}{T + C_{\text{Worst}}} \right\rfloor.
\] (14)
We observe that the upper bound for \( b_{\text{max}}(T, D) \) is
\[
b_{\text{max}}(T, D) \leq \left\lfloor \frac{D}{T} \right\rfloor + 1
\]
which states the natural fact that the number of jobs in a batch cannot exceed the maximum number of pending jobs.

Based on Equation (14) we determine when a task benefits from batching. Naturally, batching is beneficial if and only if
\[
b_{\text{max}}(T, D) \geq 2.
\]
This means that batching is only applicable if it is possible to aggregate two or more tasks. This equation is equivalent to
\[
\frac{D + T - C_o - C_c}{T + C_{\text{Worst}}} \geq 2.
\]
\[
C_{\text{Worst}} \leq \frac{D - T - 980 \text{ ns}}{2}.
\] (15)
Clearly, a necessary condition for batching is \( D > T \) since jobs cannot be aggregated otherwise.

For example, by replacing the constants in Equation (15) with values for our evaluation platform (see Table I) we get
\[
C_{\text{Worst}} \leq \frac{D - T - 980 \text{ ns}}{2}.
\]
In this case a task with period \( T = 1 \) us and deadline \( D = 5 \) us benefits from batching as long as \( C_{\text{Worst}} \leq 1.51 \) ns.

Assuming that the maximum batch size \( b_{\text{max}} \) is used (there is no reason to do otherwise), we can find the minimum core count \( m_{\text{min}}(b_{\text{max}}(T, D), T) \). In fact, as apparent from (9), it is always best to use the largest possible batch size. We find the minimum core count by setting \( b = b_{\text{max}}(T, D) \) in (9):
\[
m_{\text{min}}(b_{\text{max}}(T, D), T) = \left\lfloor \frac{C_{\text{Worst}}}{T \left( \frac{D + T - C_o - C_c}{T + C_{\text{Worst}}} \right)} + \frac{C_{\text{Worst}}}{T} \right\rfloor.
\] (16)

The values of the terms of the right-hand sides of (14) and (16) are either task properties or can be determined with WCET analysis. These equations can thus be used to compute the minimum number of worker cores and the maximum batch size at compile time as demonstrated by our library.

VI. THE PESO LIBRARY

We present a macro-based farm library for real-time systems that is statically scheduled to guarantee predictable WCETs. Peso uses the equations presented in Sec. V. In this section, we illustrate Peso’s farm API and discuss its implementation.

A. API Concepts

Fig. 7 shows the implementation of an example application with Peso. The C macros PRODUCER, CONSUMER, and WORKER_FUNCTION are provided by the library. The first parameters are unique names that are required to instantiate the farm (see below) and the second is the implementation.

Peso provides functions for data accesses that hide the internal storage scheme. The producer uses submit_data() in line 10 to send input data to the job farm. Either the producer prepares the input data in per_job_input_vector or an external process that then signals the producer when the data is ready. The worker function accesses input data and stores results via access_data() in lines 17 and 20. Finally, the consumer receives results via receive_data(). Lines 1 to 4 specify the in- and output data of each job. Note that an instance of per_job_data is accessed by only a single worker but multiple instances are processed in parallel. Finally, line 5 in Fig. 7, and the code in Fig. 2 instantiate the farm.

B. Implementation & Internal Communication Overheads

Fig. 5 provides an overview over Peso’s architecture. The farm is composed of two logical entities that are hidden from developers by the farm API: the dispatcher, and the aggregator. The dispatcher deals out batches to workers and the aggregator collects the corresponding results. Both serve workers in a round robin fashion to achieve predictability, for instance, the aggregator does not collect the \( n \)-th result of worker \( i + 1 \) before it has collected the \( n \)-th result of worker \( i \).

Peso stores worker in- and output data consecutively in a buffer. The dispatcher sends a pointer into this buffer to a worker when it deals out a job or a batch if batch size is
used. Only the pointer to the inputs of the first job of a batch are sent. Data locations for other jobs in the same batch are computed based on this pointer. Time spent in sending these pointers makes up the internal communication overheads that we reduce through batching in this implementation.

VII. Experimental Setup

A. Evaluation Platform & Methodology

We use the XMOS xCore-200 microcontroller which is designed for hard real-time systems and has two clusters of eight cores (see below) [33]. We use the XCC compiler version 14.4.4 with the default -O2 optimisation flag. No OS is on the device and no thread scheduler is required in the context of our experiments as all threads execute on dedicated cores.

We perform brute-force parameter space searches to determine optimal parameter choices for comparison with those computed by our analytical framework (see Sec. VIII-A1 and VIII-A2). These are based on experiments and measurements with timers provided by the target platform.

We take five samples per data point. This is true for the brute-force parameter searches as well. Each sample yields the same result except in a small number of cases in Sec. VIII-C where small variations in intercore communication cost (of up to 1ns) occur. Note that our WCET costs allow for this. Because of this invariability we do not show error margins.

B. Predictability & The Memory System

To achieve predictability the xCore-200 uses a barrel processor design. This design issues instructions of eight logical cores to a shared five stage pipeline in a round robin fashion [33]. This means a core is serviced every five cycles if five or less cores are used or every six, seven, or eight cycles if more are active. Consequently, the device must be programmed with multiple threads to achieve best performance. The memory system is designed so that all requests are fulfilled in five cycles. Therefore, at a device clock frequency of 500Mhz the WCET of memory accesses is: 10ns, 12ns, 14ns or 16ns depending on how many cores are active. The best-case execution time is always 10ns.

The device does not have data caches and translation lookaside buffers which can cause interference in conventional hardware [28], [33]. Each core has private registers, an instruction buffer, and access to shared SRAM. Memory accesses have exclusive access to the shared SRAM as all cores share the memory pipeline stage. The time to serve a request is not affected by reordering, or bank and row conflicts.

Cores can directly communicate with each other through a crossbar. We use this crossbar for farm internal communication (see $C_{com}$ in Sec. IV-C) which is reduced through batching.

C. Worst Case Execution Times

XMOS provides a static code analysis tool for WCETs \(^6\) that is similar to the OTAWA Eclipse plugin [34]. The tool provides WCETs on the level of code blocks, and single instructions.

\(^6\)https://www.xmos.com/developer/published/xmos-timing-analyzer-manual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input size</th>
<th>DMV</th>
<th>RED</th>
<th>SMV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>790</td>
<td>1455</td>
<td>3435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The WCET of a code section can be computed by summing up the WCETs of the relevant instructions.

We determine the WCETs on our evaluation hardware through static code analysis and measurements. The WCET of intercore communication $C_{com}$ is determined through measurements under stress. To put maximum stress on the core-interconnect we execute dummy threads on all cores that use up all available interconnect communication channels and do nothing but constantly send data back and forth. The maximum of 10000 measurements is then used for $C_{com}$. Note, the WCET and best case execution time of intercore communication differs. All other WCETs are determined through static analysis.

The compiler generated instructions of the worker function and the farm internal worker code can slightly vary with the batch size. With rare instruction sequences the hardware cannot refill the instruction cache transparently and has to stall the pipeline for a single cycle to fetch instructions [28]. This can cause the statically determined execution times to vary with the batch size. Based on the maximum number of such pipeline stalls that we could observe for a set of instructions we manually increase the generated WCETs that we used for our evaluation to allow for these stalls. The so adjusted WCETs are presented in Table I. These stalls cause the slight increases in Fig. 4 when six instead of five workers are used.

Per instruction WCETs increase with each additional core if more than five cores are used (see Sec. VII-B). Peso considers this when it chooses the worker count and handles this further complexity for application developers.

D. Sample Applications

The sample applications are: dense matrix vector multiplication (DMV), sparse matrix vector multiplication (SMV), and reduction (RED). They are widely used across various domains such as computer vision and machine learning [35]. SMV uses the compressed sparse row format. RED computes the sum of a set number of integers. Each worker executes the computational kernel of an application (i.e. the reduction or matrix multiplication) sequentially. However, multiple kernel
instances are executed in parallel. We use two input vector sizes with each application. Table I shows the relevant WCETs.

VIII. Evaluation

This section experimentally validates the analytical framework presented in Sec. V, and shows that Pesos overheads over hand-crafted code are small. As mentioned in Sec. VII-B, to achieve predictability our evaluation platform uses an atypical core design as opposed to the cores in conventional systems (see Sec. VII-B). For clarity, we refer to these as cores.

A. Experimental Validation of our Analytical Framework

1) Worker Core Counts: We validate the worker count choices of our framework (that is \( m_{\text{min}}(b_{\text{max}}, T) \)) as computed from (16) against, the best possible worker counts that we determine with an exhaustive search (see Sec. VII-A). For this we decrease the number of workers until deadline misses occur.

Fig. 8a shows that our framework chooses the best worker count in all cases except two and crucially, never makes choices that cause deadline misses. Possible explanations for these two cases are the pessimism added to WCETs by potential pipeline stalls, and intercore communication that can be faster than its WCET as discussed in Sec. VII. The pessimism added by stalls is highest in these two cases.

Required worker core counts decrease with higher periods, and increase with larger input sizes. Increasing periods mean less pressure on the farm and so allow for less worker cores. Larger input sizes cause higher batch processing times (see Sec. V) and so require more workers to match the task period.

2) Batch Sizes: We validate the batch sizes computed by our framework by comparing them with the best ones, which we determine through a brute-force search (see Sec. VII-A). For this we hard code the worker count to the maximum and increase the batch sizes until we measure deadline misses.

Fig. 8b shows that our framework chooses the best or close to best batch sizes and never ones that cause deadline misses. Again, differences between the two batch sizes can be explained with the pessimism inherent to the WCETs of the user code and intercore communication (see Sec. VIII-A1).

The batch sizes decrease with increasing periods (see DMV) and with larger job input sizes (see RED). Larger periods and input sizes cause longer job aggregation and batch processing times (see Sec. V) respectively and so only allow for smaller batch sizes with the same relative deadlines.

B. Fewer Cores with Batching & The Effect of Input Sizes

To quantify the impact of batching, Fig. 9 shows by how much batching reduces the min. sustainable periods \( T_{\text{min}}(b, m) \) for a given number \( m \) of cores over implementations without batching (see Equation (6)). A lower min. period means that tasks that previously needed additional cores because their periods are too low for a given core count can now be scheduled. We use a variant of Pesos without batching for the baseline measurements. To experimentally determine the min. periods of both versions, we decrease the periods until the farm is overloaded and jobs miss their deadlines. The number of worker cores is hard coded to the maximum for this.

Batching lowers the min. periods \( T_{\text{min}}(b, m) \) (and so enables higher throughput) by up to 45.36%, 16.6% on average, and never degrades the min. period. However, the baselines of RED with input size 15 and DMV with input size 10 are affected by the pipeline stall issue discussed in Sec. VII-C. Therefore, in the interest of a fair comparison, omitting these gives a maximum and average lowering of the min. period of 22.38% and 12.54% respectively.

The improvements of the min. period decrease with increasing input sizes. For example, RED benefits more with an input size of 15 elements than with 30 elements. This is expected since larger input sizes mean higher application code WCETs. The execution time spent in communication decreases with higher application code WCETs and so maximum achievable improvements through batching decrease.

C. Abstraction Layer Overheads

This section evaluates Peso’s overheads in terms of the minimum sustainable period. Fig. 10 compares the min. periods of Pesos based implementations with the ones of carefully hand-crafted code that does not use Pesos abstractions and thus parallelism and batching have to be implemented in the application code. To measure the min. period, we decreased the periods until the implementations are overloaded and deadline misses occur. The number of workers is set to the maximum for this.

The minimum, average, and maximum difference between the min. period of the hand and Peso implementations are 8ns, 18.6ns, and 24ns. The overheads introduced by Pesos abstraction layer over hand implementations translates to an on average 3.37% higher min. period. The maximum overhead is 8.66% and the minimum 1.06%. The min. period of the hand implementation of the reduction application with an input size of 30 is slightly higher than the period of the Peso based implementation due to the stall issue discussed in Sec. VII-C.

The overheads come from hidden job batching from application developers through Pesos abstraction layer. To make batching application developer transparent the consumer calls \texttt{access\_data()} for each job even though all results of a batch of jobs are completed at the same time. Removing this abstraction and its associated costs lowers the min. period but exposes application developers to more complexity.

IX. Related Work

Previous works map jobs to multicore processors and group them to reduce communication costs [36], [37], [38], [39]. However, most existing parallel programming models for real-time systems focus on very general application models (such as dataflow). In contrast, we constrain the application structure to given skeletons. At the price of losing some generality w.r.t. DAGs, the advantages are: tighter analysis, skeleton informed scheduling policies, simplified programming, and programmer transparent efficient implementation techniques.
Stegmeier and Ungerer et al. are the first to use skeletons in the context of parallel real-time systems and built a library that offers a farm skeleton [20], [40]. We make three contributions that go beyond this initial work. Firstly, we exploit inter-job parallelism whereas the authors exploit parallelism within jobs. Secondly, we are the first to demonstrate that structural information encoded in skeletons can be used for performance improvements in the context of real-time systems as demonstrated before in other fields [16], [30], [31], [32]. Thirdly, we are the first to show that skeletons can be used for fine grained analytical application models. Stegmeier and Ungerer et al. provide a tool that recommends core counts for skeletons based on approximated WCETs. However, they do not consider synchronisation operations for their analysis. We improve on this and carefully analyse the execution of application and library code including the synchronisation of threads. Lastly, the authors evaluate their library on a simulator, and we use off the shelf hardware.

The P-SOCRATES project investigates the task based parallel programming model in the context of real-time systems (task has a different meaning here than in the context of real-time systems) [41], [42]. This model is on a lower abstraction level than skeletons. It encodes less structural information that allows for resource efficient implementations such as job batching. It puts a bigger burden on application developers as less parallelism related implementation details are hidden. Lastly, they do not investigate self-adaptation.

We review parallelism related constructs that are offered by the commonly used real-time APIs of POSIX, Java, and ADA [4], [5], [6]. These APIs require programmers to work and set periods and deadlines on the level of threads. Synchronisation and communication are implemented with mutexes, monitors, queues, remote procedure calls and/or critical sections. Except for queues, programmers have to implement mutual exclusion manually. Failing to do so correctly leads to subtle bugs that are hard to repeat and fix. Queues are on a higher abstraction level but are often used to send pointers to data structures. Pro-
grammers have then to implement mutually exclusive access across concurrently executing threads again themselves. These constructs are on a lower abstraction level than algorithmic skeletons. None of the currently used low-level constructs allow compilers or run-time systems to automatically set the degree of parallelism or hide and tune resource efficient implementations such as batching that are informed by the structure of a task.

X. Conclusion & Future Work

We argue for skeletons as an alternative to DAGs to program parallel hard real-time systems as they ease programming by abstracting implementation details. Structural information encoded in skeletons also allows for tight analysis and efficient scheduling.

We conduct a case study with the farm skeleton. We present an analytical framework that combines knowledge about this skeleton with predictable hardware to automatically choose the minimum core count. Based on this we develop an efficient execution strategy that reduces parallelism related overheads.

We demonstrate experimentally that in most cases our framework chooses the best or close to best parameters, and never makes choices that cause deadline misses. Our skeleton informed execution strategy improves minimum sustainable periods by up to 22.38% and so reduces required core counts. Lastly, compared to carefully hand-crafted code, the overheads of our farm are negligible. In the future we plan to investigate further skeletons for real-time systems as well as the combination and nesting of them.
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